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• “Kangaroo court. Term descriptive 
of a sham legal proceeding in 
which a person's rights are totally 
disregarded and in which the result 
is a foregone conclusion because of 
the bias of the court or other 
tribunal.” Black’s Law Dictionary, 
6th Edition, page 868 
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 “"When acting to enforce a statute and its 
subsequent amendments to the present 
date, the judge of the municipal court is 
acting as an administrative officer and not 
in a judicial capacity; courts administrating 
or enforcing statutes do not act judicially, 
but merely ministerially….but merely act as 
an extension as an agent for the involved 
agency -- but only in a “ministerial” and not 
a “discretionary capacity...” Thompson v. 
Smith, 154 S.E. 579, 583; Keller v. P.E., 261 US 
428; F.R.C. v. G.E., 281, U.S. 464 [emphasis 
added] 
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 "It is the accepted rule, not only in state 
courts, but, of the federal courts as well, that 
when a judge is enforcing administrative 
law they are described as mere 'extensions 
of the administrative agency for superior 
reviewing purposes' as a ministerial clerk 
for an agency..." 30 Cal 596; 167 Cal 762 

 "...judges who become involved in 
enforcement of mere statutes (civil or 
criminal in nature and otherwise), act as 
mere "clerks" of the involved agency..." K.C. 
Davis, ADMIN. LAW, Ch. 1 (CTP. West's 
1965 Ed.) 
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• “OATH….All oaths must be lawful, 
allowed by the common law, or some 
statute; if they are administered by persons 
in a private capacity, or not duly authorized, 
they are coram non judice, and void; and 
those administering them are guilty of a 
high contempt, for doing it without warrant 
of law, and punishable by fine and 
imprisonment. 3 Inst. 165; 4 Inst. 278; 2 Roll. 
Abr. 277.” Tomlin’s Law Dictionary, 1835 
Edition, Volume 2 [emphasis added], 
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 All government employees (Judges, police officers 
etc) can be in their private capacity, or public 
capacity 

 “An officer who acts in violation of the 
Constitution ceases to represent the government”.  
Brookfield Const. Co. v. Stewart, 284 F. Supp. 94  

 If they do anything that is illegal or unconstitutional 
they cease to represent the government, and 
immediately move from their public capacity to their 
private capacity 
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 A Clerk Masquerading as a Judge is not 
competent to do anything judicial like 
issue orders, or warrants 

 A Clerk Masquerading as a Judge is 
operating in his private capacity, and has 
no immunity 

 "Ministerial officers are incompetent to 
receive grants of judicial power from the 
legislature, their acts in attempting to 
exercise such powers are necessarily 
nullities" Burns v. Sup., Ct., SF, 140 Cal. 1 ©Common Law Copyright 2016 7 



 “brutum fulmen”:  “An empty noise; an 
empty threat.  A judgment void upon its face 
which is in legal effect no judgment at all, 
and by which no rights are divested, and from 
which none can be obtained; and neither 
binds nor bars anyone.  Dollert v. Pratt-
Hewitt Oil Corporation, Tex.Civ.Appl, 179 
S.W.2d 346, 348. Also, see Corpus Juris 
Secundum, “Judgments”  §§ 499, 512 546, 549. 
Black’s Law Dictionary, 4th Edition 
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 Copies  of these documents can be found at My 
private group at Yahoo called Administrating-Your-
Public-Servants 

 For a complete set of Youtube videos with Private 
Information Shares, a DVD with over 50 searchable 
Law Dictionaries, and other books and forms 
contact me privately at engineerwin@yahoo.com 

 Donations to support this work are appreciated. I 
prefer gold or silver coin, but as an extremely less 
desirable alternative I can accept IOUs (Federal 
Reserve Notes, Paypal gifts, checks, money orders, 
etc) send me an email for particulars 
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 “Under International Law of Warfare, all 
parties to a cause must appear by nom de 
guerre, because an "alien enemy cannot 
maintain an action during the war in his own 
name". Merriam-Webster Dictionary, pg. 1534 

 "A mixed war is one which is made on one 
side by public authority, and the other by 
mere private persons." Black's Law Dictionary 
5th Ed., page 1420 
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 If they spell your name in all BLOCK CAPITAL 
LETTERS then they are operating in their 
private capacity 
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 “"Civil Law," "Roman Law," and "Roman 
Civil Law" are convertible phrases, meaning 
the same system of jurisprudence. That rule 
of action which every particular nation, 
commonwealth, or city has established 
peculiarly for itself; more properly called 
"municipal" law, to distinguish it from the 
"law of nature," and from international law.   
See Bowyer, Mod.  Civil Law, 19; Sevier v.  
Riley, 189 Cal.  170, 244 P. 323, 325” Black's 
Law Dictionary, Rev.  4th Ed.   
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 If they are attacking you with a statute then 
they are operating in their private capacity 
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 See the Martial Law is Coming from the 
United Nations video 

 See the International Law is a subset of 
Canon Law video 

 See the Roman Cult Slave Scam video 

 See the Slavery = Roman Cult video 

 Se the All Warfare is Commerce & All 
Commerce is Warfare video 
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 ". . . (E)very taxpayer is a cestui qui trust having 
sufficient interest in the preventing abuse of the 
trust to be recognized in the field of this court's 
prerogative jurisdiction .  .”  In Re Bolens (1912), 
135 N.W. 164. 

 “A “citizen of the United States” is a civilly dead 
entity operating as a co-trustee and co-
beneficiary of the PCT (Public Charitable Trust), 
the constructive, cestui que trust of US Inc. 
under the 14th Amendment, which upholds the 
debt of the USA and US Inc.” Congressional 
Record, June 13 1967, pp. 15641-15646 
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 “Yet still it was found difficult to set bounds to 
ecclesiastical ingenuity; for when they were driven out of 
all their former holds, they devised a new method of 
conveyance, by which the lands were granted, not to 
themselves directly, but to nominal feoffees to the use of 
the religious houses; thus distinguishing between the 
possession and the use, and receiving the actual profits, 
while the seisin of the lands remained in the nominal 
feoffee, who was held by the courts of equity (then under 
the direction of the clergy) to be bound in conscience to 
account to his cestui que use for the rents and emoluments 
of the estate: and it is to these inventions that our 
practitioners are indebted for the introduction of uses and 
trusts, the foundation of modern conveyancing.” Tomlins 
Law Dictionary 1835 edition, Volume 2 under the definition 
of Mortmain 
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 “Slater's protestations to the effect that he 
derives no benefit from the United States 
government have no bearing on his legal 
obligation to pay income taxes.  Cook v. Tait, 
265 U.S. 47, 44 S.Ct. 444, 68 L.Ed. 895 (1924); 
Benitez Rexach v. United States, 390 F.2d 631, 
(1st Circ.), cert. denied 393 U.S. 833, 89 S.Ct. 103, 
21 L.Ed.2d 103 (1968).  Unless the defendant can 
establish that he is not a citizen of the United 
States, the IRS possesses authority to attempt to 
determine his federal tax liability.” UNITED 
STATES of America v. William M. SLATER 
(1982) (D. Delaware) 545 F.Supp 179, 182. 
[emphasis added] 
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 “Chap. 854. – An Act to establish a code 
of law for the District of Columbia.”  

 “The Legal Estate to be in Cestui Que 
Use” Chapter Fifty-Six in Sec. 1617, at 31 
Stat. 1432 
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 “Chap. 854. – An Act to establish a code of 
law for the District of Columbia.” which was 
Approved on March 3, 1901, by the Fifty-Sixth 
Congress, Session II, at 31 Stat. 1189, and at 2, 
where it says;  

 “And be it further enacted, That in the 
interpretation and construction of said code 
the following rules shall be observed 
namely:… 

 “Third. The word “person” shall be held to 
apply to partnerships and corporations, …”, 
[emphasis added] ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



 “Chap. 854. – An Act to establish a code of law for 
the District of Columbia.” which was Approved on 
March 3, 1901, by the Fifty-Sixth Congress, Session II, 
at 31 Stat. 1189, and at Chapter three – Absence for 
Seven Years, in Sec. 252, at 31 Stat. 1230, where it 
says;  

 “SEC. 252. PRESUMPTION OF DEATH. - If any 
person shall leave his domicile without any known 
intention of changing the same, and shall not 
return or be heard from for seven years from the 
time of his so leaving, he shall be presumed to be 
dead, in any case wherein his death shall come in 
question, unless proof be made that he was alive 
within that time.” 
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 15 USC § 44 Definitions; “Corporation” “shall be 
deemed to include any company, trust, so-called 
Massachusetts trust, or association, incorporated or 
unincorporated, which is organized to carry on 
business for its own profit or that of its members, 
and has shares of capital or capital stock or 
certificates of interest, and any company, trust, so-
called Massachusetts trust, or association, 
incorporated or unincorporated, without shares of 
capital or capital stock or certificates of interest, 
except partnerships, which is organized to carry on 
business for its own profit or that of its members. “ 
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 Don’t forget to subscribe to this Youtube channel 

 Don’t forget to follow me on vid.me 

https://vid.me/SovereigntyInternational 

 Don’t forget to follow me on Steemit 
@sovereigntyintl 

 Don’t forget to Like this video  

 On Youtube don’t forget to click the bell next to the 
subscribe button so that you are notified when there 
is a new upload 

 On vid.me don’t forget to upvote this video 

 On steemit don’t forget to vote and make your 
comments 
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 "But individuals, when acting as representatives 
of a collective group, cannot be said to be 
exercising their personal rights and duties, nor 
be entitled to their purely personal privileges. 
Rather they assume the rights, duties and 
privileges of the artificial entity or association 
of which they are agents or officers and they are 
bound by its obligations." Brasswell v. United 
States 487 U.S. 99 (1988) quoting, United States v. 
White 322 U.S. 694 (1944), 
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 “Whenever [the Uniform Commercial Code] 
creates a "presumption" with respect to a fact, 
or provides that a fact is "presumed," the trier 
of fact must find the existence of the fact 
unless and until evidence is introduced that 
supports a finding of its nonexistence.” UCC 
§ 1-206 Presumptions [emphasis added] 
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 “(a) In an action with respect to an instrument, 
the authenticity of, and authority to make, each 
signature on the instrument are admitted unless 
specifically denied in the pleadings. If the 
validity of a signature is denied in the 
pleadings, the burden of establishing validity is 
on the person claiming validity, but the 
signature is presumed to be authentic and 
authorized …...” Uniform Commercial Code § 3-
308 Proof of Signatures and Status as Holder in 
Due Course [emphasis added] 
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 “The following rules apply in an action on a 
certificated security against the issuer: 

 (1)  Unless specifically denied in the pleadings, 
each signature on a security certificate or in a 
necessary indorsement is admitted. 

 (2)  If the effectiveness of a signature is put in 
issue, the burden of establishing effectiveness is 
on the party claiming under the signature, but the 
signature is presumed to be genuine or 
authorized.” Uniform Commercial Code § 8-114 
Evidentiary Rules Concerning Certificated 
Securities [emphasis added] 
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 Announcing a subscription based Youtube 
channel called Sovereignty International 

 The recommended cost of the subscription is  
currently US$1.99 because it avoids the 
advertising ONLY (if you like my work it can 
be a donation) 

 The ONLY power that the N.W.O. satanists 
have over us is through fraud and deception, 
and my agenda is to expose it for all our 
benefit – I cannot fight all of the battles 

 Currently publishing 1 video a week 

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCokS
QqXw1y2_2hAtJxUcoNw 
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 Arlington Private Information Share 

 Land Deed Training 

 Estoppel Certificates Training 

 Foreclosure Estoppel Certificates Training 

 Corporate Denial Training 

 Toll Roads Notice and Demand Training 

 Invoice Training 

 Notice of Void Judgment training 

 Revocation of Signature training 

 Third Party Witness Training 
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 Federal Habeas Corpus Training 

 Revocation of Voter Registration 

 Criminal Complaint Training 

 Lawsuit Training 

 Other Training (requests?) 

 Everything that is needed to free yourself is available 
for free on my free Youtube channel sovereignliving 

 All forms, files and other instructions are available 
for free on my 2 private groups at YahooGroups and 
GoogleGroups 
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 These Roman Cult Satanist BAR member 
whore masquerading as a Judge forges your 
signature onto a contract and then presumes it 
is authorized and authentic (who is going to 
call a “Judge” a liar) 

 That is how they are populating the prisons 

 Karl Lents brought up the issue of forgery 
against CPS (when they stole his son) in his 
successful 1 page lawsuit 

 See the Judicial Whores video 
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 “He [the prisoner] has as a consequence of 
his crime, not only forfeited his liberty but 
all his personal rights except those which the 
law in its humanity affords him. He is for the 
time being a slave of the state.” 62 Va. (21 
Gratt.) 790, 796 (1871) 

 “If a man be found stealing any of his 
brethren of the children of Israel, and 
maketh merchandise of him, or selleth him ; 
then that thief shall die; and thou shalt put 
evil away from among you.” Deuteronomy 
24:7 ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



 “Section 1. 

 Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, 
except as a punishment for crime whereof the 
party shall have been duly convicted, shall 
exist within the United States, or any place 
subject to their jurisdiction. 

 Section 2. 

 Congress shall have power to enforce this 
article by appropriate legislation.” current 
Thirteenth Amendment [emphasis added] 
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 International Law is a subset of Canon Law 

 International Law started with the Roman Cult 

 UNIDROIT stands for the International Institute for 
the Unification of Private Law 

 UNIDROIT is located about 100 yards from the Holy 
See 

 UNIDROIT controls and governs the Uniform 
Commercial Code 

 Through UNIDROIT the Roman Cult has seized 
control of all courts 

 The Roman Cults BAR members are already all 
officers of all Courts – See the BAR Members 1, 2, & 3 
videos 
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 See the International Law video 

 See the Roman Cult Slave Scam videos 1 & 2 

 See the UNIDROIT video 

 See the Satanists are Cowards video 

 See The United States is owned by the Roman 
Cult video 
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 UNIDROIT stands for the unification of private law 
(law merchant) and the website says that 63 
countries have adopted it, and it is designed to be 
automatically implemented 

 Canada and United States have been signatories of 
the UNIDROIT treaty for over 30 years 

 UNIDROIT website says nothing about Texas, or 
Arizona, or any of the American States, or the 
Canadian provinces, therefore the UNIDROIT 
application in the American States, and the Canadian 
Provinces, is ONLY in federal areas ONLY. 
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 UNIDROIT covers; 

 Negotiable instruments 

 Civil procedure 

 Secured transactions 

 Legal status of women 

Maintenance obligations 

 Contracts 

 Banking law 

 Much more – (see the website) 
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 All Judges are actually Clerk masquerading as 
Judges – BAAL Priests 

 Their black robe is their BAAL Priest uniform 

 They routinely deny anything related to justice from 
happening because it is so good for business!! 

 They encourage their false flag operations and agent 
provocateurs because it is so good for business 

 They encourage police state murders, assaults, 
kidnappings, thefts because it is so good for 
business! 

 Everything they do is a fraud (a lie) because they are 
satanists 
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 My Blog is;      
http://sovereigntyinternational.wordpress.com 

 Website - www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi 

 Email - engineerwin@yahoo.com 

 Youtube profile – sovereignliving & Sovereignty International 

 Facebook - Community Page - Deleted 

 Private Group – Sovereignty International – Being deleted 

 Yahoo Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-Servants 

 Google Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-Servants 

 Follow me on twitter @engineerwin 

 Follow me on vid.me 
https://vid.me/SovereigntyInternational 

 Follow me on Steemit https://steemit.com/@sovereigntyintl 
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 There are no common law offenses against 
the United States. Only those acts which 
Congress has forbidden, with penalties for 
disobedience of its command, are crimes. 
United States v. Hudson & Goodwin, 11 U.S. 
(7th Cr.) 32 (1812); United States v. Coolidge, 
14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 415 (1816); United States 
v. Britton, 108 U.S. 199, 206 (1883); United 
States v. Eaton, 144 U.S. 677, 687 (1892). 
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 Under Texas law, no act or omission is a 
crime unless made so by statute. Dawson 
v. Vance, 329 F.Supp. 1320, (D.C.Tex. 
1971).  The Legislature may create an 
offense and in same enactment, provide 
exceptions to its application.  Williams v. 
State, 176 SW2d 177, Tex.Cr.App., 1943. 
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 Everything is in Admiralty 

 “A writ of error doth not lie upon a 
sentence in the admiralty, but an appeal. 
4 Inst. 135. 339.” Tomlins Law Dictionary 
1835 Edition under the definition of 
Admiralty 

 Appeals are in Admiralty 

 It is called a Court of Appeals 

 It is the same thing that precipitated the 
War of Independence 
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 “…statutes have been passed extending the 
courts of admiralty and vice-admiralty far 
beyond their ancient limits for depriving us the 
accustomed and inestimable privilege of trial by 
jury, in cases affecting both life and 
property…….to supersede the course of 
common law and instead thereof to publish and 
order the use and exercise of the law 
martial….….. and for altering fundamentally 
the form of government established by charter. 

 We saw the misery to which such despotism 
would reduce us.” Causes and Necessity of 
Taking Up Arms (1775) 
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“In the meantime, "Civil Law" was the form of 
law imposed in the Roman Empire which was 
largely (if not wholly) governed by martial law 
rule. "Equity“ has always been understood to 
follow the law; to have "superior equity," is to 
turn things on their head. This is exactly what 
happens when martial law is imposed.  If 
"equity" is the law, then it follows its own 
course rather than following the common law, 
thereby destroying the common law and leaving 
what is called "equity" in its place.” Dyett v 
Turner 439 P2d 266 @ 269, 20 U2d 403 [1968] The 
Non-Ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment 
by Judge A.H. Ellett, Utah Supreme Court,  
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 “The statute creates a rebuttable 
presumption of residency for anyone who 
meets the following criteria: …. however 
no such person shall be considered a 
resident for purposes of this chapter 
unless such person is either a United 
States citizen or an alien with legal 
authorization from the U.S. Immigration 
and Naturalization Service.“ Jennifer 
Ammons, General Counsel, Georgia 
Department of Driver Services 
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 "(h) DEFINITION’s. …. "(3) MOTOR VEHICLE.-
The term 'motor vehicle' means a self-propelled 
vehicle which is registered for highway use under 
the laws of any State or foreign country. "(4) 
SECURITY.-The term 'security' means any bond, 
debenture, note, or certificate or other evidence of 
indebtedness, issued by a corporation or a 
government or political subdivision thereof, with 
interest coupons or in registered form, share of 
stock, voting trust certificate, or any certificate of 
interest or participation in, certificate of deposit or 
receipt for, temporary or interim certificate for, or 
warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase any of 
the foregoing: negotiable instrument: or money.” 
Federal Tax Lien Act of 1966 at Public Law 89-719 at 
80 Stat. 1130-1131 
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 “INTERNATIONAL LAW RULE: Adopted for areas under 

Federal legislative jurisdiction” “Federalizes State civil law, 

including common law.--The rule serves to federalize not 

only the statutory but the common law of a State. …STATE 

AND FEDERAL VENUE DISCUSSED: The civil laws effective 

in an area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction are Federal law, 

notwithstanding their derivation from State laws, and a 

cause arising under such laws may be brought in or 

removed to a Federal district court under sections 24 or 28 

of the former Judicial Code (now sections 1331 and 1441 of 

title 28, United States Code), giving jurisdiction to such 

courts of civil actions arising under the "* * *laws * * * of the 

United States" …” Jurisdiction over Federal Areas Within the 

States – Report of the Interdepartmental Committee for the 

Study of Jurisdiction over Federal Areas Within the States, Part 

II, A Text of the Law of Legislative Jurisdiction Submitted to the 

Attorney General and Transmitted to the President June 1957, 
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 "We therefore decline to overrule the opinion of Chief 
Justice Marshall: We hold that the District of Columbia 
is not a state within Article 3 of the Constitution. In 
other words cases between citizens of the District and 
those of the states were not included of the catalogue of 
controversies over which the Congress could give 
jurisdiction to the federal courts by virtue of Article 3. 
In other words Congress has exclusive legislative 
jurisdiction over citizens of Washington District of 
Columbia and through their plenary power nationally 
covers those citizens even when in one of the several 
states as though the district expands for the purpose of 
regulating its citizens wherever they go throughout the 
states in union" National Mutual Insurance Company of 
the District of Columbia v. Tidewater Transfer Company, 
337 U.S. 582, 93 L.Ed. 1556 (1948) 
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 A “penal action” is an action on a penal 
statute; an action for recovery of penalty given 
by statute.  NcNeely v. City of Natchez, 114 
So. 484, 487; 148 Miss. 268. 

  Where an action is founded entirely upon a 
statue, and the only object of it is to recover a 
penalty or forfeiture, such action is a “penal 
action.”  Gawthrop v. Fairmont Coal Co., 81 
S.E. 560, 561; 74 S.Va. 39. 
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 The words “penal” and “penalty” in their strict and 
primary sense denote a punishment, whether 
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced by the 
state for a crime or offense against its laws.  The 
noun penalty is defined forfeiture or to be forfeited 
for noncompliance with an agreement.  The words 
forfeit and penalty are substantially synonymous.  
Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v. Dewey Portland Cement 
Co., 242 P. 257, 259, 113 Okla. 142. 

 A “penal action” is one founded entirely on statute 
and brought with the sole object of recovering a 
penalty or forfeiture imposed as punishment for 
specific offense, while “remedial action: is one 
brought to obtain compensation or indemnity.  Smith 
Engineering Works v. Custer, 151 P2d 404, 407, 194 
Okl. 318. ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



 A “penal action” is a civil suit brought for the 
recovery of a statutory forfeiture when inflicted as 
punishment for an offense against the public.  Such 
actions are “civil actions, “ on the one hand closely 
related to criminal prosecutions and on the other to 
actions for private injuries in which the party 
aggrieved may, by statute, recover punitive 
damages.  State ex rel. McNamee v. Stobie, 92 SW 
191, 212, 194 Mo. 14 
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 Bankster Thieves playlist 

 Roman Cult playlist 

 Bankrupt Corporate (so-called) Governments 

 BAR Members 1 - 3 

 D.I.Y. How NOT to Volunteer for the Selective 
Service and the Draft 

 Martial Law is here! 

 D.I.Y. No Income Tax 

 D.I.Y. Free Mail 1 & 2 

 D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 1 – 9 

 Canada Border PIGs playlist 

 BAR Members and their Satanic Connections playlist 
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 The United Nations is owned and operated by the 
Crown and their Roman Cult handlers  

 See The Crown is Owned and Operated by the 
Roman Cult video 

 See the United States is a Crown Colony and the 
Crown Owns and Operates the United Nations 1 & 2 
videos 

 UNIDROIT is coming from the United Nations – See 
The Roman Cult Slave Scam 1 video 

 The United Nations maintains the International Law 
collection which is also coming from the Roman Cult 

 They are using the Roman Cult’s International Law 
Rule to assault us with their fraudulent fictitious 
cestui que trust / US citizen / slave 
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 “Within twenty years this country is going to 
rule the world. Kings and Emperors will soon 
pass away and the democracy of the United 
States will take their place….When the 
United States rules the world, the Catholic 
Church will rule the world….Nothing can 
stand against the church. I’d like to see the 
politician who would try to rule against the 
Church in Chicago. His reign would be short 
indeed.” Roman Catholic Archbishop James E. 
Quigley (October 15, 1854 – July 10, 1915) 
Chicago Daily Tribune May 5, 1903 
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 “Meanwhile the Nationalistic and 
Reactionary parties in France desired the 
counterbalance the “Semitic” influence of the 
Rothschilds by establishing a banking 
concern which should be essentially 
Catholic….It is a somewhat curious sequel to 
the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to 
the Rothschilds that at the present time the 
latter are the guardians of the Papal treasure.” 
Jewish Encyclopedia 1901-1906, Volume 2, 
page 497 
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 This is all coming from the Roman Cult 

 The Roman Cult is responsible for all 
Slavery – see the International Law video 

 All BAR members (Judges & Lawyers) 
are agents of the Roman Cult – see BAR 
Members 1, 2, & 3 videos – see the 
Judicial Whores video – See the Void 
Judgments video 
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 "Governments descend to the level of a mere 
private corporation, and take on the 
characteristics of a mere private 
citizen...where private corporate commercial 
paper [Federal Reserve Notes] and securities 
[checks] is concerned . ...  For purposes 
of suit, such corporations and individuals 
are regarded as entities entirely separate 
from government.” Clearfield Trust Co. v. 
United States 318 U.S. 363 (1943) 

 That is why you CANNOT pay their extortion 
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 “Two national governments exist, one to be 
maintained under the Constitution, with all 
its restrictions, the other to be maintained by 
Congress outside and independently of that 
instrument” Dissenting opinion of Justice 
Marshall Harlan. Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 
244 (1901) 
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 “A State does not owe its origin to the Government of the 
United States, in the highest or in any of its branches. It was 
in existence before it. It derives its authority from the same 
pure and sacred source as itself: The voluntary and 
deliberate choice of the people... A State is altogether 
exempt from the jurisdiction of the Courts of the United 
States, or from any other exterior authority, unless in the 
special instances where the general Government has power 
derived from the Constitution itself... p. 448 “The question 
to be determined is, whether this State, so respectable, and 
whose claim soars so high, is amenable to the jurisdiction of 
the Supreme Court of the United States? This question, 
important in itself, will depend on others, more important 
still; and may perhaps, be ultimately resolved into one, no 
less radical than this- “do the people of the United States 
form a NATION? “By that law the several States and 
Governments spread over our globe, are considered as 
forming a society, not a NATION.” [caps in the original.] 
Chisholm. Ex’r v. Georgia, 2 Dall. 419, 1 L.Ed. 440 (1794)  
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 Everything they do is a fraud 

 A US citizen is a fraud 

 Commercial paper (Federal Reserve Notes) 
are a fraud 

 All mortgages are a fraud 

 They get you to participate in their fraud 

 Then they assault you with one of their so-
called Contracts 

 Then they sell you into slavery 

 Everybody in prison was sold into slavery 
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 If you go in there and the Judge says;  
 “the constitution [or common law] does not apply in here 

and I do not want to hear another word about it” 

 He is essentially saying that; 
 you are not in a court 

 He is not in his official capacity 

 Your response should be;  
 “This is not a court, you are not a judge, you are all a gang 

of thieves – I am leaving” 

 An alternative thing to say could be  
 “Are you telling me that this is not a court? Are you telling 

me that you are not operating in your official capacity? Are 
you telling me that you intend to be personally liable in this 
matter?” – They will probably throw you out 

 If you stay there they will sell you into slavery 
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